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Abstract
The 1850s through early 60s was a transformative period for nascent studies of the remote human past in Britain, across many disciplines. Naturalists and scholars with Egyptological knowledge fashioned themselves as authorities to contend with this divisive topic. In a characteristic case of long-distance fieldwork, British geologist Leonard Horner employed Turkish-born, English-educated, Cairo-based engineer Joseph Hekekyan to measure Nile silt deposits around pharaonic monuments in Egypt to address the chronological gap between the earliest historical and latest geological time. Their conclusion in 1858 that humans had existed in Egypt for exactly 13,371 years was the earliest attempt to apply geological stratigraphy to absolute human dates. The geochronology was particularly threatening to biblical orthodoxy, and the work raised private and public concerns about chronological expertise and methodology, scriptural and scientific authority, and the credibility of Egyptian informants. This essay traces these geo-archaeological investigations; including the movement of paper records, Hekekyan’s role as a go-between, and the publication’s reception in Britain. The diverse reactions to the Egyptian research reveal competing ways of knowing the prehistoric past and highlights mid-Victorian attempts to reshape the porous boundaries between scholarly studies of human antiquity.
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Can we then wonder that they who decipher the monuments of Egypt, or the geologist who interprets the earth’s autobiography, should arrive at views respecting the date of an ancient empire, or the age of our planet, irreconcilable with every one of these numerous and conflicting chronologies?¹

Mid-nineteenth-century Victorians engaged in heated cross-disciplinary debates about the age, origin, and development of human civilization. British geologist Charles Lyell indicated a divisive question plaguing those involved: who had the expertise to provide authoritative chronologies? He also shared the common belief that Egypt contained some of the earliest evidence of civilized mankind. Naturalists and scholars alike looked to the country’s artefacts to support their various claims. Strictly speaking, this was not a new practice. Seventeenth and eighteenth-century naturalists tackled ancient chronology, Hermetic philosophy, and pyramidology using pharaonic materials.² As new sources and tools became increasingly available in the nineteenth century, Egypt acquired unprecedented importance for understanding the “antiquity of man” – the partial title of Lyell’s 1863 book.³ This controversial topic was a continuation of older antiquarian and chronological traditions and, as this essay will demonstrate, became the shared focus of several key Victorian disciplines, notably geology, ethnology, and archaeology. Historians have discussed the geological acceptance of flint tools in 1859 and the subsequent disciplinary development of prehistoric archaeology,⁴ as well as the relationship between Egyptology,

ethnology, and anthropology during the second half of the century. The pivotal role that Egypt occupied across these subject specialities on the eve of Darwinian evolution, particularly in geology, will be addressed here.

Representatives from each subject had distinct yet overlapping research programs. Geologists occupied themselves with deep-earth history, stratigraphy, paleontology, and mineralogy. Ethnologists were concerned with the history of human races and engaged with comparative linguistics. Historic and prehistoric archaeologists in Britain concentrated predominantly on that country’s past. Ancient Egypt was increasingly in the public spotlight due to new antiquities displays in the British Museum and Sydenham Crystal Palace, and with ever more translations, collections, and travel accounts. However, Egyptologists (then also described as Egyptologers, Hieroglyphicists, or Hierologists) were few in number. They formed a fragmented array of practitioners engaged with chronology, philology, exegesis, museology, travel writing and sketching, artefact collection and analysis. Amongst all the topics that aroused the curiosity of these disparate groups mid-century, few inspired interdisciplinary transformations as much as the question of human antiquity, to which ancient Egypt was central.

With few exceptions, Egypt’s place in histories of Victorian science has been overlooked. Historians of archaeology have recently argued that disregard of this sort for the antique sciences in the history of science is unjustified, as there is no legitimate reason to separate the history of artefacts from natural history. Similarly, histories of Egyptology


7. Stocking Jr., Victorian Anthropology, p. 52 (note 4).


tend to ignore their practitioners’ engagements with other scholarly inquiries, like natural history. Indeed, early nineteenth-century French concerns for the human past and natural world commonly convened around an enigmatic multifaceted Egypt, as a strategic political gateway to the Orient, a decayed country with peoples ripe for colonization, and the source of ancient knowledge. These interests converged in the Napoleonic expedition to Egypt in 1798, after which Egyptian artefacts took on a central role in controversial debates about the age of antique civilizations. At its crux was an inscribed zodiac discovered in a Pharaonic temple in Dendera, Upper Egypt. French savants argued over the object’s age and undeciphered hieroglyphs. Mathematicians, such as Joseph Fourier, believed it was evidence of advanced astronomical knowledge 15,000 years earlier, vastly predating the biblical account. Philologist Jean-François Champollion contended the object dated to the much later Greco-Roman period. While the latter opinion prevailed, the episode exemplifies how Egyptian artefacts were promoted as the basis for extreme human antiquity and, moreover, exposed competing ways of understanding the remote human past, as well as rising tensions between scientific and religious authority.

In the following decades, practitioners from a wide range of disciplines shared a growing interest in the human past with little consensus on how to study it. Human antiquity was perhaps most troublesome for geologists. Late eighteenth-century savants had adapted the tools of human historiography to earth history, including temporal sequences pioneered by chronologers of universal histories, as well as local histories, inscriptions, and excavated artefacts. This integration of human and natural history underpinned the new science of geology, after which antiquities, ancient texts, fossils, and rocks became analogous material evidence to the deep past. These studies referenced (explicitly or otherwise) the dominant historical model of biblical chronology, particularly the flood and Bishop James Ussher’s creation date of 4004 BCE. However, by the 1830s, British geologists cautiously avoided human history. Geology became a battleground between elite members of the Geological Society of London, led by Lyell, and a body of “scrip-tural geologists” who were more than eager to address human chronologies. The former disassociated themselves to secure authority and avoid religious scorn, excluding any


scientific claims to the human past that used biblical or text-based arguments. As their opponents’ popular appeal subsided, gentlemanly geologists resumed their predecessors’ inquiries by focusing on the most problematic moment between the end of the last geological period and the oldest human records. This is what prompted Cambridge geologist Adam Sedgwick in 1850 to ask: “Between the first creation of the earth and that day in which it pleased God to place man upon it, who shall dare define the interval?” He was ultimately questioning how geologists could once again tackle the age of civilized humans.

Like French naturalists before them, British geologists sought a solution in Egypt. An autonomous state within the Ottoman empire, Egypt had semi-colonial status in the 1850s. European consuls and technicians held high positions in the country’s administration, particularly in public works and communications. From 1852, Britain kept an increasing presence in the north to oversee the construction of the Cairo–Alexandria railway and maintenance of the overland trade route to India. This renewed British occupancy proved useful for naturalists and scholars. During a period when most Victorians believed humans were only 6,000 years old, local Egyptian labor and knowledge of antiquities, geology, and engineering became vital for understanding human antiquity. One notable example of such expertise was Joseph Hekekyan, a Turkish–Armenian engineer educated in Britain and resident in Cairo, who supervised geoarchaeological excavations at the ancient sites of Heliopolis and Memphis. Hekekyan meticulously recorded his field observations in hundreds of letters, reports, sketches, and maps which he sent to geologist Leonard Horner in London. From afar, Horner analyzed the Nile flood sediments that had accumulated above and below pharaonic antiquities to produce the first geological chronology of ancient Egypt and to show that civilized humans had existed there for exactly 13,371 years. The excavations were jointly funded by the Royal Society of London and the Ottoman–Egyptian government of Abbas Pasha. They contributed to a research program, championed by Horner and his son-in-law Lyell, to measure alluvial sediments and assign absolute dates to the most recent geological period.

Hekekyan and Horner’s excavations were the first initiative to apply stratigraphy – previously a relative dating tool in geology – to ancient Egyptian chronology and archaeology. This novel attempt to draw on earth history in order to understand human history had significant disciplinary implications. The incident does not merely point to the

problem of human antiquity in the 1850s, but rather, disputed methods of inquiry into that problem. The first part of this essay examines the making of this geological chronology and the management of knowledge it required. Hekekyan’s papers are remarkable examples of how field records were used to communicate scientific information over long distances and across national borders. In the process, Hekekyan embraced the roles of an Oriental go-between, a geological field assistant, and a gentleman of science to satisfy multinational, and his own, interests. I consider these aspects of the fieldwork to understand how practice, locality, trust, and race intersected from a global perspective. The second part investigates the chronology’s mixed reception by several overlapping groups in Britain, notably Egyptologists, geologists, scriptural chronologists, monogenist and polygenist ethnologists, and the German higher criticism and universal chronology of Christian Charles Josias von Bunsen. The acceptance or rejection of Horner’s conclusions reflected conflicting opinions about biblical authority, chronological expertise, observational techniques, and racial inferiority. The episode is both indicative of the many practical attempts in the 1850s and early 1860s to deal with the growing anxieties about human antiquity and highlights competing ways of knowing the ancient past. It further illuminates the prominence of local knowledge and ancient Egypt within these debates, as well as the changing disciplinary map during a transformative period in Victorian studies of the remote past.

**Geological chronology and the missing link**

At an annual meeting of the Geological Society of London on 19 February 1847, president Leonard Horner called upon his colleagues to start investigating “geological chronology,” especially the most recent human period. This interest was new for geologists, who regularly ordered strata in relative sequences but did not date them. Horner suggested the “recent period” was ill-defined and needed clarification. Some geologists associated it with written documents and called it the “historical period.” Others thought it synonymous with the first appearance of the human species and referred to the “human period.” Charles Darwin used the term “recent” to refer to alluvial deposits that contained fossils of both existing and extinct species, although he objected to designating any epoch after humans. Horner told his colleagues to start addressing the uncertainty clouding all time periods, including the most recent. He argued that geologists should now seek to “define a certain division of time in the history of the whole earth.”

Horner was in an authoritative position to advocate such a potentially divisive subject. The son of a wealthy Edinburgh merchant and younger brother to the celebrated

politician Frances Horner, Leonard was the patriarch of one of the best-known Whig families in the country and widely recognized as an accomplished geologist, educationalist, and social reformer. Horner studied at the University of Edinburgh from 1799, where he took an interest in mineralogy after reading John Playfair’s *Illustrations of the Huttonian theory of the Earth* (1802). He soon moved to London and became one of the earliest fellows of the Geological Society in 1808, then its secretary (1810–14), and thrice its president (1846, 1847 and 1860). His earliest geological papers earned him election as a fellow of the Royal Society in 1813 and he served as its Vice-President in 1857. As a Whig reformer, he founded the country’s first mechanics institute, the Edinburgh School of Arts, to provide education in the natural sciences for the working class and was the first warden to the nonconformist University of London. He was named royal commissioner in 1833 to investigate the employment of children in factories and his first report became the basis for the Factory Act passed in Parliament that year, ensuring working children had access to part-time education. For twenty-six years, he traveled around the country as a factory inspector.\(^{21}\)

Horner’s busy schedule rarely allowed time to conduct his own geological fieldwork. In one rare 1831 interlude, he and his wife Anne moved their six daughters to live in Bonn, and Horner spent eighteen months studying the mineralogy of the Rhine valley. He presented his observations to the Geological Society in two papers in 1833 and 1835. In the former, he discussed the relative age of the Loess, the last deposit before the recent historical period.\(^{22}\) In the latter, he described his investigations into the mean velocity of the Rhine. Horner experimented by bringing up gallons of water by rope from different depths of the river and then drying and analyzing the silt.\(^{23}\) These were his earliest investigations into both recent geological time and alluvial excavations.

Lyell shared the enthusiasm for river sedimentation with his father-in-law. While he did not discuss human dates early on, Lyell’s geological history always used an analogy with human antiquity. The first edition to *Principles of Geology* (1830) featured the Temple of Serapis in Naples on the frontispiece. Lyell studied the marine shells that had perforated the classical columns to show that the sea level had risen and fallen in antiquity in a steady state. Human history was the basis for his geohistory.\(^{24}\) In his second visit to the USA in 1846, Lyell excavated on the alluvial plain of the Mississippi river

---


and estimated the depth of the river bed and the amount of time it would have taken for the sediments to accumulate: a period of approximately sixty-seven thousand years.\textsuperscript{25} According to Horner, this calculation was the first attempt “to give an approximate numerical value” to the most modern geological period. In the fifth edition of \textit{Manual of Elementary Geology} (1855), Lyell further suggested that to understand the most recent human period, geologists needed to investigate the deposits that had accumulated at the bottom of lakes, seas, and rivers in the last several thousand years. If those sediments contained fossilized human bones, or “articles fabricated by the hands of man,” then we could date them.\textsuperscript{26} Despite his initial reluctance to address human antiquity, Lyell had long proposed using historical artefacts to quantify sedimentary layers.

Horner similarly argued that measurements of sedimentary deposits in river beds were highly effective for constructing absolute chronologies. They could contain traces of human activity and, moreover, they were evidence of past geological changes that were still in operation. In 1847, Horner proposed alluvial excavations along the Nile river: “If, as in Egypt, there were in the valley of the Mississippi monuments of human art of remote antiquity . . . we should be able to form a tolerably correct estimate.”\textsuperscript{27} The Nile had what the Mississippi river valley was lacking: antiquities of known dates. Egypt was the missing link. The Nile valley, Horner argued, would be of the highest interest to both geologists and historians.

Nowhere else on the face of the earth can we hope to find such a link connecting the earliest historical with the latest geological time. For in Egypt we have accurate records of the earliest periods of the human race . . . combined with records . . . of geological changes contemporaneous with history, and these last having such a degree of uniformity as to warrant us in carrying back the dates of changes of a like nature beyond that of the earliest historical documents.\textsuperscript{28}

Horner’s intention to unite late geological with early historical time owed much to the work of French savants half a century prior. Utilizing antiquarian and classical scholarship and extending Jean-André de Luc’s geological analysis of the Rhine delta, geologist Déodat de Dolomieu first investigated the rate of sediment increase in the Nile valley to reconstruct the geological history of Egypt. Dolomieu argued in his \textit{Mémoire sur la constitution physique de l’Égypte} (1793) that Nile silt deposits were the result of a finite period of geological activity limited to the last few millennia. Like Horner, his self-proclaimed novel methodology integrated “historical monuments with geological observations,” and as Martin Rudwick argues, represented a shift towards the new science of geohistory.\textsuperscript{29} Dolomieu’s subsequent participation in the Napoleonic expedition to Egypt

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{27} Horner, “Anniversary Address,” (1847), p. xliv (note 20).
\textsuperscript{29} Rudwick, \textit{Bursting the Limits of Time}, pp. 321–4 (note 14).
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was short-lived. However, the expedition’s chief engineer, Pierre-Simon Girard, continued Dolomieu’s line of inquiry by focusing on nilometers: monuments used in antiquity to measure the annual height of the Nile during inundation. In the Description de l’Egypte, Girard described two nilometers, one on the island of Elephantine in the south and another on the island of Rhoda near Cairo, arguing that the Nile rose much higher in modern times than it had in antiquity. He concluded that the river water had risen at an average rate of 0.126 meters per century and that river sediments accumulated at the same speed. Horner surmised Girard’s analysis was useful but insufficient. Calculating a mean rate of soil increase was not accurate because surely Nile sediments accumulated in different amounts throughout the valley. The same kind of calculations needed to be performed at specific locations, where a monument of a known date could act as a fixed point in time. Horner saw his research as a continuation of Girard’s important work.

Horner was equally inspired by the Prussian philologist Karl Richard Lepsius’s observations on ancient Nile levels. Lepsius was commissioned by Friedrich Wilhelm IV to lead an expedition to Egypt and the Sudan from 1842–6. Modeled after the Napoleonic expedition, this was a huge state-funded mission undertaken at the recommendation of orientalist Johann Eichhorn, naturalist Alexander von Humboldt, and diplomat–scholar Christian Charles Josias von Bunsen. While exploring the cliffs of Semne in Nubia, Lepsius found marks cut into the solid rocks and foundation stones of a fortress from the time of Sesostris II and two temples of Thutmoses III. He inferred that the river bed had lowered approximately twenty-eight feet in the intervening 4,000 years since the buildings were occupied. Contrary to Girard’s findings, Lepsius believed the Nile flowed higher in antiquity than in the present day. Horner presented these conclusions to the Geological Society in April 1850 and published a critique in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal three months later. Lepsius’s results presented a conundrum for Horner. He rejected Lepsius’s conclusion, but he could not offer an alternative explanation. The answer could only be found if Horner investigated ancient Nile levels himself.

### Excavations in Heliopolis and Memphis, 1851–4

Horner’s objective was to measure the depth of Nile sediments that had accumulated above and below some of the oldest known monuments in Egypt. However, he was still occupied as a factory inspector and did not have the opportunity to travel and conduct

fieldwork. Late in 1850, family friend Florence Nightingale presented him with a solution. Nightingale had recently toured up the Nile and described a British antiquarian she had met in Alexandria named Anthony Charles Harris who might be able to assist him. Horner wrote Harris to propose excavations at Heliopolis and inquired whether he could direct them on his behalf. He stressed that the excavations would only be viable if they were under the supervision of someone of “trustworthy value.” Horner also explained his plan to Charles Augustus Murray, the British Consul-General in Egypt. Murray, in turn, requested help from the newly appointed Viceroy of Egypt, Abbas Pasha. Murray had some leverage with the Viceroy, who had recently authorized that a British railway be built between Alexandria and Cairo as a partial alternative to the French-financed Suez Canal project. Abbas Pasha agreed to subsidize Horner’s excavation, which was funded by the Royal Society, supplying corvée (forced) labor and tools. All three proposed an engineer in the Egyptian government’s service named Joseph Hekekyan to supervise the excavations, and Hekekyan was instructed “to make the required researches” wherever he was directed.

Hekekyan was a native of Istanbul and raised in an Armenian Catholic family. His father was a translator for the Khedive of Egypt, Muhammad Ali Pasha. In 1818, at the age of ten, the Viceroy sponsored Hekekyan to study abroad in England and put him under the care of Samuel Briggs, the former British Consul in Alexandria. Hekekyan received seven years of English education, first at Clapham Academy and then at the prestigious Catholic Stonyhurst College. There he was introduced to natural philosophy, chemistry, and geology, and excelled in arithmetic, geometry, geography, English, French, handwriting, and especially “drawing and sketching from nature.” At the Khedive’s order, Hekekyan undertook an additional five-year apprenticeship in theoretical and practical mechanics at Bramah’s Engineering Factory in Pimlico, studying steam engines, machinery, hydraulics, surveying, and irrigation, and visited Manchester and Glasgow factories to study spinning and weaving techniques. He simultaneously attended lectures in mechanics institutes and read widely on natural philosophy, mineralogy, geology, and architecture, and drew “plans, elevations, and sections of Pumps and Steam Engines.” He returned to Egypt in 1830 so that Muhammad Ali could “derive some practical benefit” from his studies abroad, and quickly became active in the country’s educational and industrial reform. He was appointed Chief Overseer in several cotton

36. Joseph Hekekyan to Anthony Charles Harris, 11 March 1851, 37460.2 and 37448.215, Hekekyan MSS.
37. Journal Entry, 37448.179, Hekekyan MSS.
38. Journal Entry, 37448.184, Hekekyan MSS.
mills, trained students from Qasr al-Ayni College in geometry and mechanics, headed the new Polytechnic engineering school in Bulaq, and helped establish the Egyptian School in Paris. He was also engaged in several additional government projects; he was president of the Board of Health from 1849, oversaw the construction of roads and bridges, and directed three coal mining expeditions into the Egyptian deserts.

Hekekyan was one of several Europeanized Armenians who were educated abroad and became members of Egypt’s bureaucratic elite during the reign of Muhammad Ali. They were multilingual, held high-ranking government positions (commonly as translators, in education, or foreign affairs and commerce), and enjoyed close ties to European consuls. In an effort to extend their personal power and influence, Armenian officials strategically advocated on behalf of European, rather than Turkish or Egyptian interests. Hekekyan illustrates this point. His background and education alienated him from his adopted Egypt. He was raised among polite gentry and returned from overseas as Joseph, not Yusuf. He spoke several European languages but had temporarily forgotten his native Turkish. He even dressed differently, wearing gloves and stockings, and sporting a large moustache (Figure 1). He did not fit neatly into other cultural subsets. He was not a British citizen, nor an Egyptian; he had studied in Britain when Muhammad Ali had sent forty-four Egyptian students to study in Paris. Donald Reid argues that, following his return to Egypt, Hekekyan increasingly embraced “European stereotypes of Muslim fanaticism,” partially because his closest friends were European visitors and settlers.

Figure 1. Sketch of Joseph Hekekyan c. 1858, signed Esperon. Caption reads “angry at the Viceroy for suspending the works in a most arbitrary spirit.” (c) British Library Board, MS37454.1.
Egyptian colleagues regarded him as an “English infidel” while westerners thought he was “a very exceptional type of the Europeanized Oriental.”42 He was particularly fond of British progressive ideologies such as industrial growth, free trade, and the superiority of European civilization.

Hekekyan’s British partiality and idiosyncrasy affected his attitude towards the contested antiquities ordinances of the era. Muhammad Ali’s 1835 *Antiqakhana* decree sought to restrict the European exportation of Pharaonic materials and to establish a national museum in Ezbekiyeh. The Pasha enlisted the Egyptian scholar and technician Rifa’ a al-Tahtawi to manage the collection and Hekekyan to design the building (although it was never built). While Tahtawi, an Egyptian-born, French-educated Muslim, focused his scholarly efforts towards educating his fellow Egyptians about their Pharaonic heritage, Hekekyan deliberately channeled western concerns for antiquities conservation, believing artefacts would fare better under the protection of European museums.43 Hekekyan also cofounded the Egyptian Society in Cairo (or Société Égyptienne), which had been established in 1836 to replace the defunct Institut d’Égypte. The society was a rendezvous for Europeans traveling through the country and its members included Hekekyan’s British colleagues Harris and Murray. As an Armenian in the Egyptian court, Hekekyan had enjoyed French and Ottoman protection under the reign of Muhammad Ali. When political circumstances changed in 1850, Hekekyan found himself concerned for his family’s safety and urgently wrote Briggs to ask for “English protection.”44 Hekekyan resigned from the government’s service a year later, supposedly because of his chronic ophthalmia. Horner’s 1851 research proposal was timed well. Hekekyan’s agreement to work for him reinforced his British allegiance.

As excavation plans were negotiated, the project quickly expanded from “the sinking of a few pits” to a huge geological project requiring many bodies. Fieldwork began in June 1851 around the still-standing obelisk of Sesostris I in Heliopolis near Cairo. The next three summers’ work was performed around the fallen colossal statue of Ramses II


44. Joseph Hekekyan to Samuel Briggs, 29 April 1851, 37452.48–9, Hekekyan MSS. Most Armenian high officials were relatives and part of a bureaucratic faction, enjoying group protection. Hekekyan and his wealthy brother-in-law Artin Bey, Egypt’s Director of Foreign Affairs and Commerce, were both vocally critical of the new Khedive’s autocratic power. Artin Bey fled Egypt in 1850 with a large sum of money, which angered Abbas Pasha and prompted Hekekyan’s fears over his family’s safety. See Hunter, *Egypt under the Khedives*, pp. 112–15 (note 17) and Mustafa, “Hekekyan Papers,” p. 70 (note 40).
in nearby Memphis, while ninety-five additional probings were made along the Nile flood plain. The work was no small feat. Excavations took four years of fieldwork and cost more than 3,000 guineas expenditure. Some funding, approximately fifty pounds, came from the Royal Society of London, but the cost was mostly offset by the Ottoman–Egyptian government.

British and French archaeological concessions in Egypt during the early decades of the nineteenth century were decentralized. As part of Muhammad Ali’s corvée labor policy and development of a partial wage economy in reforming Egypt, he and his Ottoman governors commissioned village shaykhs to enlist local excavators, including men, women and children. As Wendy Doyon shows, the workforce normally included several experienced foremen, or ruʿasa (singular raʿis), who represented “a new class of go-betweens with a kind of diplomatic status.”\(^{45}\) The excavations in Heliopolis and Memphis indicate these labor practices continued during Abbas Pasha’s transitional reign, from 1848 to 1854. Throughout Hekekyan was assisted by several military and engineering officers appointed to him by the Viceroy, particularly Hekekyan’s friend Omar Effendi, the Adjutant of Artillery who had similarly studied statistical geography, natural philosophy, and English in Britain.\(^{46}\) Hekekyan appointed his engineering students from the Polytechnic School as site supervisors because they were “practiced in the art of surveying.” His drawings suggest additional foremen oversaw excavations (Figure 2).

---


46. Journal Entry, 37448.56, Hekekyan MSS.
Approximately sixty local Egyptian youths, peasant farmers, and Bedouin were recruited and subdivided into groups of ten for maximum productivity. As was typical, tasks were organized according to class, gender, and age; foremen managed workers, men cleared stones and dirt using their own hoes, boys (and possibly girls) carried dirt away in baskets, while women provided food and water. This hierarchical and social organization was considered necessary for research on such a large scale. The Egyptian laborers were supervised by Egyptian foremen and engineers higher in rank, who looked to Hekekyan for guidance, who in turn reported to Horner.

Hekekyan and Horner’s corresponding relationship was built upon a social contract. Horner, a gentlemanly geologist, would have been all too familiar with the standard literature on observational practices. Both John Herschel and Henry De la Beche spoke to the advantages of a “division of labour” between observer and theorist; this system had benefited geology in particular because any hard worker able to “[set] aside all theoretical views” could prove useful in the field. Those industrious helpers were expected to observe specific phenomena, record facts numerically and consistently, note the circumstances of their observations, and transmit their records for theoretical analysis. This is precisely what Horner demanded, likely regarding Hekekyan as a specialist field assistant – an essential role in De la Beche’s large-scale Geological Survey of Great Britain (whose Memoirs Horner greatly admired). Horner addressed Hekekyan as his “coadjutor on the spot,” pointing both to his reliance on and superiority to him. Hekekyan was instructed where to dig, how to probe, observe, collect, record, preserve specimens, and how to ship them to London. By directing the work at a distance, Horner self-identified as his project’s primary theoretician.

Horner was “startled to find a gentleman and a scholar” among the officers of the Egyptian government and vetted Hekekyan thoroughly, requesting Briggs send him a character reference. Briggs confirmed Hekekyan’s education in England, his perfect knowledge of English and French, and most importantly, his familiarity with gentlemanly society. Horner was assured that Hekekyan’s “principles and feelings are those of an English Gentleman and he justly enjoys the respect and esteem of all who know him.”

51. Leonard Horner to Joseph Hekekyan, 27 April 1851, 37459.5–6 and 37460.3–4, Hekekyan MSS; Leonard Horner to Joseph Hekekyan, n.d., 37460.43, Hekekyan MSS.
52. Leonard Horner to Anthony Charles Harris, 18 December 1852, 37459.54–5, Hekekyan MSS.
53. Samuel Briggs to Leonard Horner, June 1852, 37459.58–9 and 37460.35–6, Hekekyan MSS.
of confidence was a necessary precondition to the Egyptian excavations. Horner would need to rely on gentlemanly trust to become a virtual witness from afar.  

Hekekyan fulfilled his contract with Horner zealously by inscribing his observations in thorough field records. These paper spaces—notebooks, journals, correspondence, reports, drawings, and maps—were proxy pictures. They stood in the field’s place, mobilizing information between the field site and Horner’s study, and acting as substitutes for parts of the field that, unlike small artefacts and soil samples, were not transportable and therefore inaccessible to Horner. Hekekyan recorded his daily observations, the progress of work, the nature of the soil, and the water levels in field notebooks. He later redacted all the information into a journal, where the data was presented in narrated form. He included numerical tables and lists with dates and times of observations and measurements of the Nile’s elevation in ancient Egyptian cubits, English inches, and French meters. This was helpful for Horner’s comparison with Girard’s earlier work, but also crucial in an era when European surveys in the Orient were focused on representing ancient objects through their own metrological standards. Moreover, Hekekyan provided outstanding visuals: plans and cross-sections of the excavation areas, detailed topographical maps, watercolors and more. He developed a unique system for stratigraphic units, making both simple and complicated versions (Figure 3). This geological tool was entirely new to Egyptology, where it was used for the first time to date artefacts, independent of historical records or inscriptions. Hekekyan’s visual language was equally informed by his communication with Horner, his engineering background, his education in natural philosophy and geology, and his artistic expertise. His journals and drawings provided the basis for Horner’s analysis.

While he performed his duties thoroughly, Hekekyan did not accept the role of passive informant or assistant—he aspired to gentlemanly status. He identified as quasi-British, was acquainted with wealthy European naturalists and travelers, and he was not paid personally for the fieldwork. He presented himself as superior to his Egyptian students and laborers, as evident through the sketches of fieldwork he sent Horner. Hekekyan consistently drew himself in a suit and hat while pointing to his underlings or writing in his notebook (Figure 2). He often redrew the same excavation scene between his notebook, journal, and final report, strategically removing peasants and fieldworkers and instead portraying himself as the master surveyor with an objective overview of the site (Figure 4). Hekekyan also used Horner’s project to further his own agenda. He desired acknowledgment for his artistic ingenuity, his knowledge of geology, archaeology, and engineering, and above all, his theoretical input. Over the four years of fieldwork for Horner, Hekekyan simultaneously excavated nearby areas and began writing his own monograph on Egyptian chronology, which he intended for publication in Britain. Therefore, there was some tension between both parties’ expectations. It benefited both

55. On proxy pictures see Rudwick, _Bursting the Limits of Time_, pp. 75–80 (note 14).
Figure 3. A detailed stratigraphy of one boring with soil descriptions (left). Stratigraphies of several borings arranged alongside one another (right). (c) British Library Board, MS37459.455 and MS37459.572.

Figure 4. Three sketches of the base of an obelisk in Memphis. The first is from Hekekyan’s field notebook, 1854 (left). The letters on either side are soil descriptions and two workers were drawn above the trench for scale and context. The image was transformed for Hekekyan’s journal (center), where he added more visual detail in the antiquities and stratigraphy and replaced the simple letters with a complicated referencing system, explained in the body of the surrounding text. He also highlighted the hieroglyphs from the monument, changed the placement of the two workers, and added himself beside them. The last version (right) was sent to Horner with the final field report in 1857. Hekekyan omitted all workers, showing only himself on a donkey atop a more detailed landscape. A new referencing system was explained in the accompanying text. (c) British Library Board, MS37454.129, MS37452.261, and MS37459.566.
Horner and Hekekyan to promote the latter’s identity to legitimize the research. However, for the conclusions to be accepted by Britain’s scientific elite, Horner needed to present them as his own.

Hekekyan’s textual and visual tools allowed Horner to become an authority at a distance and to recreate Heliopolis and Memphis in his London study. Once received, Horner laid all the maps, drawings, reports, and correspondence on his desk and began to “extract and arrange” them. While Hekekyan’s drawings were necessary, it was not obvious to Horner that they were appropriate for his geological audience. He did not showcase any of them in his presentations to the Royal Society in 1855 or 1858, or in the subsequent publications. Instead, Horner synthesized everything into a handful of lists, plans, and stratigraphies (Figure 5). His factory job was a resource for this transformation of data. There he was concerned with inspecting technical systems and labor forces managed by others, and this experience proved useful when judging Hekekyan’s activities from afar. Horner’s geological lists were further inspired by his factory reports. Like those produced under his colleague De la Beche for the Geological Survey, Horner’s
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were similarly modelled after large population surveys, part of the social and educational reforming movements of the era.\textsuperscript{58} Horner’s visuals would have been familiar to his geological audience, who were used to viewing large tables of statistical data.

Horner intended to address the archaeological results in a separate monograph, although this was never completed. Most of the artefacts were apparently inappropriate for presentation to the Royal Society because of their historical character.\textsuperscript{59} Nonetheless, Horner listed some of the more important objects in his second paper. One set of artefacts was so remarkable that it served as the basis for his conclusions. In the lowest depths of one excavation pit, thirty-nine feet below the statue of Ramses II, Hekekyan’s workmen used their boring instrument to retrieve a soil sample and found fragments of burnt brick and pottery contained within it. Horner had the fragments shipped to London where he showcased them to the Royal Society and described their importance in the \textit{Philosophical Transactions}. He also explained his method for analyzing the rate of sediment increase. Horner took Hekekyan’s measurements of the sedimentary deposits that accumulated above the foundation of the Egyptian monuments, divided that amount by the number of centuries that had elapsed since they were erected, and applied that same chronometric scale to the sediments below the monuments. He calculated that near Cairo, the Nile river had risen approximately three-and-a-half inches per century. Accordingly, the entirety of Dynastic Egypt belonged to the recent geological period. The archaeological finds were “a record of the existence of man” 13,371 years earlier, suggesting that humans were civilized enough at that time to “fashion clay into vessels.”\textsuperscript{60}

Horner did not ignore the second-hand nature of his analysis but instead promoted Hekekyan in the \textit{Philosophical Transactions}, portraying him as an exceptional Europeanized Oriental and referring to him as his “very able coadjutor.” In the body of the 1855 paper, Hekekyan was described as “an Armenian gentleman resident in Cairo” with “an earnest desire to be employed in a scientific enquiry of this nature.” By the 1858 paper, Hekekyan’s lengthy biography was relegated to the appendix. There Horner emphasized how entirely rare it was “that a subject of the Grand Sultan, and one resident in Egypt, should be distinguished by attainments in science and literature.” He highlighted Hekekyan’s intellectual and bodily suitability for the work and sold him as a better alternative than himself. Hekekyan was uniquely qualified to supervise the excavations because they “could not have been undertaken by a European, by any one not thoroughly inured to the climate of Egypt.” Hekekyan had a rare combination of skills. He was “acquainted with pursuits in physical science,” he was “familiar with the language of the numerous persons to be employed, of whom a large proportion must be common labourers,” and yet, “he writes English like a native.” Horner marketed him as a trustworthy gentleman of science without whose help the work would not have been accomplished.\textsuperscript{61} Hekekyan was a go-between – an agent mobilizing his observations through correspondence, notes, and sketches, and translating and mediating between
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Arabic-speaking fieldworkers and students, Turkish-speaking government officials, and English, French, and German-speaking scholars. British audiences may have been temporarily disposed to welcoming Hekekyan, who identified as an Ottoman and British ally in the wake of the Crimean War. And yet, Hekekyan could not be pigeonholed. He maintained a liminal status that put Horner in a double bind: Hekekyan both intrigued and agitated audiences in Britain.

**The geological chronology’s reception**

**Egyptological disagreements**

The first to review Horner’s paper was biblical chronologist and Egyptologist Samuel Sharpe, best known for helping prepare the Egyptian court at the 1854 Sydenham Crystal Palace. Sharpe was president of the eclectic Syro-Egyptian Society of London, a group whose members were the public face of British Egyptology and closely associated with the Unitarian movement. The society’s aim was to “establish a secular, chronological context for biblical events,” and members were sympathetic to dissenting chronologies and rational interpretations of scripture. Sharpe discussed Horner’s results in a meeting of 8 March 1859 and claimed his conclusions rested on two faulty assumptions. First, he challenged Horner’s analysis of the Nile sediments’ secular increase. Sharpe pointed out that a large embankment would have likely surrounded the statue of Ramses II in antiquity preventing any mud from being deposited around it. It would only be possible to measure alluvial deposits from the period in which the city was abandoned, and the enclosure wall neglected – a date which could not be known for certain. The sediments had likely been deposited only in the last eight hundred years. Horner read Sharpe’s critique after it was summarized in the *Athenaeum* and the two corresponded on the matter. Sharpe explained that Horner’s findings were impossible for a second reason –there were no buildings in Egypt as old as 2000 BCE, therefore no mud brick could exist from that time. While there could be pottery that dated to an earlier period, he wrote: “your diggings near Memphis hardly proves even that.” The author of an unsigned article in the *Quarterly Review* agreed that “there is not a single known structure of burnt brick” in pre-Roman Egypt.

Both criticisms were problematic for Horner, who complained to his daughter, “If, as is probable, there was an embankment, Sharpe’s objection is good; but as to the amount to which it will affect the rate of secular increase, nothing can be said until we know at what period the Nile inundation again overflowed the site . . . “ Horner followed up with Harris and Hekekyan, to whom he sent copies of both reviews. Harris thought that Sharpe’s embankment theory was probably correct; however, he had examples of burnt brick from other sites.
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brick with hieratic inscriptions in his private collection that suggested the second criticism was unfounded. Sharpe’s critique was overall “worthy of attention” but his calculations were probably wrong.67 Pleased with this feedback, Horner surmised that the article in the Quarterly Review “was in part at least, written in the British Museum, and it will not be difficult for me, I apprehend, to point to pottery in that collection more than a thousand years old before the existence of Rome.”68

Hekekyan’s response did not come quickly and Horner grew frustrated. He worried that Sharpe was correct that the pottery fragments were Roman, not Egyptian: “Now is this assertion true? If it is, then it is a most astounding and incomprehensible fact that you found fragments of burial brick at the lowest depths in so many of the borings excavations!”69 Hekekyan was occupied performing additional excavations and compiling his monograph. He eventually replied to reassure Horner that Egyptians undoubtedly made burnt brick thirteen thousand years earlier. There was simply a problem of preservation, so “the ruins of only a few of the most solid have survived dilapidation to our time.”70 While Hekekyan was not personally acquainted with Sharpe, he promised to send the scholar “a list of eight geochronological sections” to prove his point. However, this never came to fruition.71

Two years later Hekekyan was finally close to finishing his book and told Horner that it “will contain embodied in it my answer to the attacks made on the general results of your late researches.”72 Published with Horner’s assistance in London, his book was titled A Treatise on the Chronology of Siriadic Monuments (1863). It introduced the term “geo-astronomy” and suggested that the Pharaonic dynasties recorded by the Egyptian priest Manetho in the third century BCE were based on astrogeological Nile observations. Ancient Egyptian monuments, he believed, were designed with advanced knowledge and concretized measurements relating to the movement of Sirius. He attempted to show that those who built Siriadic monuments were far more skilled than their modern descendants and that the Egyptian race had not evolved unidirectionally.73 This view was inspired by the French savants Hekekyan regularly cited, especially Girard, who attempted to recover and repurpose what he believed was the extreme metrological precision contained within Egyptian hydraulic monuments.74 Hekekyan appropriated this Napoleonic idea in order to align himself with those superior ancients and their European descendants.

Hekekyan’s book only referred to his excavations with Horner allegorically, through a fictional discussion in ancient Heliopolis between Manetho and a visiting Greek scholar. Hekekyan likened himself to Manetho (thus to an ancient chronologist), telling
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the Greek about an excavation in Memphis forty years earlier that “was found studded with remnants of the work of man” and “an abundance of baked clay fragments.” That deepest stratum was 8,280 years old and the country had been occupied by humans since that time. The Greek lamented that he does not “know how these things will be received in Athens, where it is the general belief that the world itself was created only 4,004 years before the fall of Troy” – a reference to Ussher’s creation date of 4004 BCE.\textsuperscript{75} Evidently, Manetho’s absolute dates represented Hekekyan and Horner’s chronology while the Greek’s reluctance represented those who dismissed those dates because of their deviance from scripture.

Just prior to the book’s publication, Hekekyan visited England for the London Exposition of 1862, during which time he finally met Horner and dined with his family and the Lyells. After returning to Egypt in 1863, Horner wrote confirming the publication and distribution of Hekekyan’s book. Much to Horner’s disappointment, the book never directly disputed Sharpe. Horner was moreover saddened and shocked “to find that in your conversation with Sir Charles Lyell you left an impression on him, that you consider Mr Sharpe’s objection to be valid. I thought that you considered me right all along on this fundamental posit.”\textsuperscript{76} Hekekyan did not respond before Horner’s death in March 1864, and Sharpe’s criticism remained a problem for the legacy of Horner’s chronological scale.

**Geologists’ reluctance**

The responses to Horner’s research from gentlemanly naturalists were overwhelmingly respectful. He was Vice-President of the Royal Society at the time of publication and enjoyed the high praise of his peers. Horner was particularly well situated because his Bloomsbury household regularly provided the elite social spaces for scientific discussion and debate.\textsuperscript{77} Darwin was a regular attendee at Horner’s home and refereed both his publications for the Royal Society. He recommended the second be published in full, “considering the importance of any investigation leading to the result that Man had existed in Egypt for between 13,000 & 14,000 years.” He believed the article would be “of great assistance to some future investigator.”\textsuperscript{78} Most members of the scientific establishment eventually deduced Sharpe’s embankment theory obliterated Horner’s specific conclusions, but they nevertheless believed his research was highly valuable. They agreed that the method by which Horner came upon his data – through Hekekyan’s keen observations and detailed records – was more than satisfactory.

This was emphasized in some of the early books on prehistory. Many dismissed Horner’s conclusions but repeated his words verbatim that Hekekyan was “well qualified
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for the task” and that the work was very important. In *Prehistoric Man* (1862), Daniel Wilson compared Horner’s conclusions to other suspect archaeological claims, cautioning his readers that man-made objects are frequently given incorrect and premature dates. Horner’s “speculations relative to the age of pottery and burnt brick” were uncertain, but “his researches were carried out on a comprehensive scale, by observers well qualified for the task.” In *Pre-historic Times* (1865), John Lubbock praised Horner’s thoroughness but thought “the calculations very doubtful.” He reasoned that the pedestal of the fallen statue of Ramses II could have been at a lower or higher elevation in antiquity than Horner proposed – either way, his dating would be incorrect. Lubbock also grappled with the embankment issue and could not accept Horner’s claims without reservation. He nonetheless conceded that “his experiments are of great importance.”

Horner found his most ardent geological supporter in Lyell. Early in 1859, Lyell proudly advertised Horner’s papers on Egypt, “proving that pottery was made there 13,000 years ago.” Yet a few months later in his presidential address to the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS), he focused on the antiquity of man but did not even mention Horner. This was likely because Lyell had failed to dispel the doubts from Sharpe’s embankment theory in the interim. However, in preparation for his *Geological Evidence for the Antiquity of Man*, Lyell strove to defend Horner against the criticism that his burnt bricks were Roman. He consulted Samuel Birch, the Keeper of Oriental Antiquities at the British Museum, while dining together at Horner’s home in 1860. Birch confided that Sharpe and the *Quarterly Review* were wrong because he had two burnt bricks in his collection with hieroglyphic inscriptions that were from the second millennium BCE. On the topic of Horner’s methods, Lyell also told his readers about Hekekyan who “was in every way highly qualified for the task.” The sixty workmen were also suitable because they were “men inured to the climate and able to carry on the sinking of shafts and borings during the hot months . . . in a season which would have been fatal to Europeans.” Lyell defended Horner against any racial suspicions that “Arabs can always find whatever their employers desire to obtain” and argued anyone “well acquainted with the sagacity and energy of Hekekyan Bey” would not “suspect him of having been deceived.” There may have been flaws with the final conclusions, but according to Lyell and his colleagues, Hekekyan and Horner’s collaboration was entirely credible.
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Geologists’ tepid reactions to Horner’s chronology can be understood as a reflection of their attitudes towards absolute dating. Victorian geologists eagerly assigned relative chronologies to strata by the objects, rocks, or fossils found within them, arguing that one layer was sequentially older than another. However, attempts to definitively date any of those objects were controversial. Prehistoric artefacts without inscriptions on them were even harder to read than rocks. Many avoided doing so or commenting about those who did. Lyell shared Horner’s ideologies and therefore did not shy away but settled on roughly one hundred thousand years for the age of humans in *Antiquity of Man.* The precision of Horner’s 13,371 figure was irrelevant, as Horner’s general claim for remote antiquity supported Lyell’s. Geologists such as Lubbock, who similarly dismissed Horner’s absolute dates but highlighted the importance of the research, ultimately conceded one hundred thousand years or more for the age of man.

Others thought Lyell’s figure was too extreme and settled on the ten thousand years proposed by geologist Joseph Prestwich. Among the latter camp were John Phillips and James David Forbes, neither of whom were supporters of Lyell’s uniformitarianism. In their anonymous reviews of Lyell’s book, both criticized Horner for assigning absolute dates to his strata, suggesting there was not enough data to do so with certainty. Phillips, who had previously had a good relationship with Horner, said the estimation of the strata was vague and mocked Lyell for allowing “that Egyptologists regard the experiments as inconclusive, and the period consumed in the deposition . . . as still undetermined.” The calculations from the alluvial sediments of both the Mississippi and Nile were “manifestly inadequate” to support the “immense antiquity” of humans in Europe. Forbes similarly wrote that Horner’s calculations were “liable to even greater uncertainties” than Lyell’s from the Mississippi Valley. Forbes highlighted all the “very serious doubts” that had been raised against the calculations by Egyptologists, then thanked Lyell for explaining them and absolving the reader “from the task of analyzing these considerations.” Both followers of Lyell and Prestwich thought the Egyptologists’ critiques invalidated Horner’s absolute dates; only the former agreed that the general claim could be retained because his methodology and analysis were sound.

*Credibility at stake*

In contrast to the geologists, the Tory *Quarterly Review* suggested Horner’s chronology was not credible because he had not been to Egypt to supervise the work personally, and indeed because no European had directly witnessed the excavations. The anonymous author was (Sir) William Smith, a lexicographer known for making classical and biblical history accessible to a wide audience. Smith’s popular approach mimicked those of the earlier scriptural geologists and opposed elite geologists like Lyell, who had long been accused of only producing complicated works restricted to scientific experts. Smith
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dismissed Horner’s research supposedly because it was lacking first-hand observations and relied instead on unknown field informants.

Mr Horner is both a sound geologist and a man of honour, and he certainly would not intentionally deceive us. But unfortunately, his testimony in this case is of little or no value, as he is not an independent witness, but simply a reporter of the observations of others. If he had been personally present, and had seen with his own eyes the boring-instrument bring up from a depth of thirty-nine feet of Nile-deposit a piece of pottery, we should have the testimony of a worthy and competent witness; but his mere belief of the alleged fact, without personal observation, is of no value whatever in a scientific point of view . . . We know nothing of the credibility or competency of the person or persons who made the discovery. But we do know that in all such cases, whatever is wanted is always found . . . all who have had experience in these matters attach no importance to such specimens, unless the alleged discoverer is a scientific observer of whose character and competency there can be no question.89

The damning review concluded that “instead of establishing the existence of man in Egypt more than 13,000 years” ago, all Horner supplied was “convincing proof of the worthlessness of [his] theory.”

Many of the negative reviews that followed cited Smith and highlighted the absurdity of Horner’s reliance on someone they claimed was a virtually unknown informant. The Assyriologist Reverend Edward Hincks thought it likely that Horner’s potsherd was “a contrivance of some Arab Douster-swivel” – a reference to a German swindler in Walter Scott’s The Antiquary (1816).90 Smith’s article was also quoted by Reginald Stuart Poole, a young numismatist at the British Museum who had spent years living and working in Egypt with his uncle, famed Orientalist Edward William Lane. Poole had published Horae Aegyptiacae, or the Chronology of Ancient Egypt (1851) at the age of seventeen and quickly became a proponent of an Egyptian chronology that agreed with Biblical accounts and was supported by fixed astronomical dates supplied by George Airy.91 He was one of a small handful of traveling Egyptologists known for their first-hand explorations. By contrast, members of the Syro-Egyptian Society such as Sharpe and Birch never went to Egypt. They relied on travelers, collectors, and antiquaries to observe and communicate information back to them. Horner was grouped with the latter.

In an appendix to the sixth edition of his uncle’s Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (1860), Poole described Horner’s excavations as “a series of so-called scientific investigations (not conducted by himself).” He reiterated that Horner’s conclusions were not trustworthy because he did not go to Egypt personally. He further objected to the geologist widening his disciplinary scope to include historical dates.

89. [Smith], “Bunsen’s Egypt,” pp. 418–21 (note 65).
If Mr Horner had confined himself to the purely scientific question, the depth, etc. of the plain of Egypt in various sections, his results, supposing them to be trustworthy, would have been a contribution to the literature of the subject, and would have given important help to any really historical facts hereafter to be obtained . . . Mr. Horner’s so-called historical facts being worthless, we may be asked what prospect there is of trustworthy evidence that may establish a synchronism between science and history. The chance appears remote, indeed.  

Poole argued that geologists should stick to rocks and sequencing sedimentary layers while chronologers like himself continued to preside over human history. In his view, their research programs and disciplinary authorities were only compatible if distinct. These attacks on Horner’s locality and Hekekyan’s expertise were undoubtedly frustrating for Horner, who had gone to great lengths to confirm Hekekyan’s trustworthiness. Horner’s geological colleagues approved of the collaboration, as did Sharpe, who told Horner “I can see no fault in the manner in which your investigations have carried on. I think them most valuable.” Despite Horner’s best efforts to certify him, there was permanent racial distrust of Hekekyan; it was only mobilized by those who considered it beneficial to their agendas. Poole and Smith criticized Horner’s methodology and questioned Hekekyan’s credibility because the historicity of scriptural chronology was threatened by Horner and Hekekyan’s geological chronology.

**Scriptural chronology and the German threat**

The negative reviews were exacerbated by Horner’s close association with Christian Charles Josias von Bunsen, a high-ranking Prussian protestant diplomat and scholar in Britain, a proponent of German higher criticism and comparative philology, and one of the most influential and controversial writers on ancient Egypt from the 1840s through 1860s. Bunsen’s most divisive work was his five-volume *Egypt’s Place in Universal History*, which garnered wide attention in Britain following the German to English translations of the first three volumes in 1848, 1854, and 1859. Bunsen argued Egyptian texts supported the chronologies supplied by classical authors. The books were part of his larger research program on universal linguistic diffusion. His chronology was accepted by fellow continental Egyptologers Lepsius and Vicomte Emmanuel de Rougé, and his good friend Birch, who edited the final two English volumes posthumously, calling them “the most critical work yet published on the subject of Egyptian history.”

Horner quoted Bunsen in his publication and Bunsen included a summary of Horner’s research in the introduction to his third English volume. The affiliation was mutually beneficial as both men corroborated one another and attempted to push back human
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antiquity beyond the traditional 6,000 years – Horner to 13,000 and Bunsen to 20,000. Bunsen defended Horner’s argument and assured his readers that Horner’s evidence was well grounded. He labelled Horner’s research “historical, not geological” because “the soil which has been penetrated is exclusively historical soil, coeval with mankind.”

Together, Horner’s chronology and Bunsen’s linguistic history attempted to blur disciplinary boundaries between geology and ancient history.

Horner’s papers were reviewed alongside Bunsen’s universal history in 1859 and both authors received similar criticisms. Smith also rejected Bunsen’s chronology and accused him of hypocritically denying the authenticity of the Bible but using other ancient sources uncritically. Bunsen had “blind faith” in the Greek writers who were not “independent witnesses” to Egyptian civilization. Smith initially thought Bunsen might have “scientific corroboration” because Horner presented “at first sight something more tangible than his linguistic theory.” But like Bunsen’s Greek authors, Horner was not an independent witness, and his pottery was “no more likely than Mr. Bunsen’s chronology, to compel us to abandon our faith in the old Hebrew records.”

This fight over ownership of chronological expertise was engulfed in wider debates about Scriptural authority and Biblical criticism. Evangelical fears over radical chronologies eased slightly by the early 1860s, but many, including Smith and Poole, continued to endorse a traditional Mosaic timeline for civilized humans. Smith claimed to be uncompromised by religious convictions but admitted he considered “the chronology of the Scriptures to be more credible” than Bunsen’s classical authors or Horner’s geological strata. Poole, who wrote on Egypt and chronology in Smith’s influential three-volume Dictionary of the Bible (1863), similarly found Bunsen’s history “repugnant to the Bible.” He argued Bunsen was eager to accept Horner’s chronology merely because it “fitted his elastic chronology with sufficient accuracy.”

Many nonconformists defended Bunsen’s chronology despite the controversy. The Unitarian minister John Kenrick, a prominent member of the Syro-Egyptian Society, who had himself written on human prehistory, endorsed Bunsen. Kenrick hoped that the thoroughness of the work and Bunsen’s character would “protect him from the outcry of impiety, so often raised against those who call in question opinions supposed to involve the authority of Scripture.” Bunsen always knew his Egyptian history would be contentious for this reason and did not want “to be misunderstood or abused as an unbeliever.” He thought himself a pious person who fought against religious dogmatism, and like his
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fellow German biblical critics, claimed to only seek the truth. Bunsen defended himself against the “theologians” and the “zealots,” musing that “one might have supposed that in the nineteenth century chronological and purely philological research would be very safe against these hateful charges of being dangerous and pernicious.” Unfortunately, he considered Poole part of a “growing systematic opposition to all free and independent research.”

The feud between Bunsen and Poole was not unprecedented. Bunsen was equally critical of Poole’s *Horae Aegyptiacae* calling the book “a failure from beginning to end.” It was full of “arbitrary assumptions” specifically made to complement biblical chronology, “which he has taken under his protection.”

Bunsen to Leonard Horner, 16 July 1859, 2216.31–32, Horner MSS.

The continental Egyptologists and their British supporters were further disassociated from Poole by their disciplinary affiliations. Historians have shown that by mid-century, professional alliances had formed between German historicism, liberal Anglican historians, and British geologists, such as Horner and Lyell. Those involved were united by an appreciation for the Roman history of Barthold Georg Niebuhr and the school of

comparative philology that he represented. Unitarian Egyptologists Kenrick and Sharpe shared this affinity. Bunsen too enjoyed a close relationship with Niebuhr and dedicated the first volume of his Egyptian chronology to him. Bunsen also utilized geological terminology; his “law of [language] development” was based on a close reading of “linguistic strata.” These geologists, philologists, and historians aligned in their belief that a historicist approach, based on empirical evidence, would produce the most truthful accounts of the early stages of civilization.

Bunsen and Horner’s opinions were consequently defended very publicly by the liberal churchman Rowland Williams in the influential *Essays and Reviews* (1860). Williams wrote that before them, archaeologists unanimously believed that “Biblical chronology was too narrow in its limits.” While Bunsen’s twenty thousand years might be extreme, it would be difficult to disprove. As for Horner, “if pottery in a river’s mud proves little, its tendency may agree with that of the discovery of very ancient pre-historic remains in many parts of the world.” Bunsen’s comparative linguistics “plead as convincingly as the succession of strata in geology, for enormous lapses of time.”

*Essays and Reviews* was widely read and criticized. Bishop Samuel Wilberforce condemned the publication, claiming the essays merely strung together “already abundantly repelled objections and fallacies of German rationalism.” Much of Wilberforce’s criticism focused directly on Bunsen and William’s “daring flippancy.” In response, Lubbock drafted a letter in support of *Essays and Reviews* to the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1861, proclaiming to “welcome these attempts to establish religious teachings on a firmer and broader foundation.” Horner, Lyell, and Darwin were among the co-signers of the address. The letter cemented a union between historical critics and geologists in opposition to evangelical theologians. It appears Smith, Poole, and others attacked Bunsen and Horner’s chronologies, in part, because they were unfaithful to scripture and represented a branch of continental Egyptology that was closely affiliated with the German higher critics and their geological allies in Britain.

### The chronological problem of human origins

Horner and Bunsen’s Egyptian chronologies also proved useful for members of the Ethnological Society of London investigating the origins of the earliest human races. The founder James Cowles Prichard had propounded an ethnoLOGY that relied heavily on
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philology and biblical chronology to demonstrate the unity of mankind. Prichard and Bunsen presented alongside one another at the 1848 meeting of the BAAS. Bunsen claimed then that “Egyptological discoveries are most intimately connected with the great question of the primeval language and civilization of mankind” and that they supported “the opinion of the high, but not indefinite antiquity of human history,” as well as “the hypothesis of the original unity of mankind and of a common origin of all languages of the globe.”¹¹² Bunsen’s universal history took a diffusionist approach, arguing that ancient people migrated from East to West and brought languages with them. This was complementary to the monogenist umbrella under which the Ethnological Society functioned. Prichard ultimately accepted Bunsen’s twenty thousand years because it allowed enough time for human races to develop from a common origin.¹¹³ In the new Darwinian context of the early 1860s, members like Lyell and Lubbock were still thinking about human antiquity in a monogenist framework. They thus regarded Bunsen’s and Horner’s chronologies as a part-solution to the problem of civilization – this being the challenge confronting ethnologists, philologists, and geologists to explain human diffusion and racial variety in a relatively short period of time.

In contrast, society members who were part of a growing opposition of polygenists – those who believed in multiple origins for the human species – rejected Bunsen’s chronology. Poole was one of these vocal opponents. He contributed to an apologetic movement that used pre-Adamite polygenism to harmonize archaeology, anthropology, philology, and geology with Genesis.¹¹⁴ Poole’s uncle Edward William Lane anonymously provided a pre-Adamite theory in The Genesis of the Earth and of Man (1856), using his expertise in Semitic languages. Poole edited the expanded second edition in 1860. Poole supported Lane’s argument that there were two distinct human sources for linguistic traditions: a civilized Caucasian race descended from Adam and a barbarous pre-Adamite race that had produced crude flint tools. The latter had originated in the Nile Valley and spread through Africa and Asia.¹¹⁵ Poole and Lane used the pre-Adamite theory to defend the biblical creation date and reconcile it with the recent geological evidence for remote human antiquity. They added a note to the second edition summarizing the errors in Horner’s research and concluding it merely


showed that Egypt was inhabited by uncivilized humans thousands of years before Adam and Eve.¹¹⁶

Poole used his uncle’s book and the ethnological society as additional platforms to attack Bunsen’s monogenist chronology. The book’s preface accused Bunsen of being “the representative of a school” who believes in “the unity of origin of the human race.”¹¹⁷ At an 1862 meeting of the society, after President John Crawfurd read his polygenist paper on the antiquity of man, Poole agreed that “no period of time could account for the growth of such languages” in the manner that Bunsen had suggested. Similarly, he argued stone, bronze, and iron tools in the archaeological record were evidence of different races, rather than successive periods in time. For him, neither language diffusion nor prehistoric artefacts were absolute evidence of the antiquity of one human species.¹¹⁸ The explanation offered by Poole for his continued rejection of Bunsen and Horner’s chronologies varied. Elsewhere he denounced their credibility based on their lack of field experience and deviance from scripture. Here he denied their joint supposition of a single human origin to secure his role as a leading pre-Adamite theorist and polygenist ethnologist.

When the polygenists broke away in 1863 to establish the competing Anthropological Society of London, Poole followed and was elected a local secretary.¹¹⁹ James Hunt, the president and anonymous editor of the new society’s Anthropological Review, similarly asserted the vast age of humans. Like Poole, he believed all savage races developed their languages independently.¹²⁰ Hunt sarcastically lambasted Lyell in the very first volume for including Horner’s Egyptian research in his book on human antiquity. He targeted Hekekyan’s credibility.

We are sorry to find that Sir Charles Lyell has thought it worthwhile to notice such absurdities. Because some burnt brick was found sixty feet deep, therefore it must be twelve thousand years old! At least Hekekyan Bey, an Armenian, vouches for the pottery being found at that depth, and no doubt correctly. To waste money of the Royal Society, and to occupy the paper and print of the Philosophical Transactions, was bad enough, but to base a chronology on the evidence of Mr Horner adduced was preposterous.¹²¹

¹¹⁷ Reginald Stuart Poole, “Editor’s Preface,” in [Lane], Genesis of the Earth and of Man, p. xvii (note 115).
Hunt opposed the Egyptian research because it supported Bunsen’s monogenism; his racial distrust of Hekekyan was a convenient justification for his criticism. However, he took even greater issue with Horner’s objective to determine absolute dates. Hunt accepted that recent geological and paleontological discoveries in Europe and North America, such as flint implements and human fossils, were compelling evidence of remote human antiquity. Humans were so old, he reasoned, that any attempt to assign even approximate dates to their age was entirely absurd. In his first presidential address to the Anthropological Society and in the first volume of the *Anthropological Review*, Hunt criticized Bunsen and Horner’s chronologies for this reason. He explained that “the naturally slow progress among primitive people . . . render the calculation to fix the age of mankind nearly impossible,” and “it belongs to Egyptologists and chronologists to separate the fabulous from the probability of these computations.” Readers were instructed not to dwell on Horner’s figure of 13,371 years for civilized humans in Egypt because his theory was worthless. He suggested Lane and Poole offered a pre-Adamite theory that was far more plausible and credible, not only because it explained how Egyptian civilization was already advanced only a short time after the biblical deluge, but because it did not calculate the age of man. Just like the reluctant geologists who only endorsed relative dating techniques, Hunt opposed Horner, Bunsen, and Lyell’s absolute dates. He claimed that calculations to fix human chronology, whether on geological, archaeological, or linguistic evidence, were conjectural and an example of the poor “method of inquiry” that had been employed by anthropologists. Hunt instead promoted a new science of man that was based on “facts” and not “idle speculation,” such as that apparent in Horner and Bunsen’s publications. His rejection of the geological chronology was therefore part of a strategy to legitimize his new society and the methodological direction he hoped it would take.

**Leonard Horner and the antiquity of man**

Human antiquity was a controversial geological issue for the first half of the nineteenth century. With few exceptions, gentlemanly geologists in Britain cautiously avoided discussing human chronology, especially in meetings of the Geological Society, fearing the religious and theoretical implications. Man’s appearance on earth marked the beginning of the most recent epoch in geological time. Therefore, estimating the age of the human species required taking a stance on biblical authority, as well as revising the temporal basis of the Quaternary period itself. The strongest cases for a lengthy human period were through identifications of flint tools. These had been found by naturalists in European caves from the late eighteenth century, often alongside human fossils and bones of extinct animals. Until the 1850s, British geologists rejected flint tools as dubious, either because their investigators were considered untrustworthy or because of the

123. Some exceptions were generally limited to popular books, see Van Riper, *Men Among the Mammoths*, pp. 69–73 (note 4).
complexity of cave stratigraphy. The year Charles Darwin published *On the Origin of Species* was also a landmark for the disciplinary development of prehistoric archaeology. Some historians regard the year 1859 – when Hugh Falconer, Joseph Prestwich, and John Evans carefully documented and announced their discoveries of hand-axes in Brixham Cave and the Somme Valley – so consequential that they have dubbed it a “revolution in human time.” The credibility of these discoveries encouraged similar proclamations by geologists William Pengelly and John Flower in the months following, and eventually, legitimization by Lyell in his address to the BAAS in September 1859. Flint tools were finally accepted by the scientific elite as sound evidence of human antiquity. The study of human prehistory in Britain, previously the scholarly domain of philologists and text-based chronologists, quickly became the subject of inquiry by geologists, anthropologists, and evolutionary theorists.

Horner spearheaded this mid-century shift in geological focus. His 1847 presidential address to the Geological Society was partly responsible for the ensuing flurry of interest in recent chronology, as it gave members the new freedom to pursue the topic. Unlike flint tool enthusiasts, Horner believed that sedimentation was the key to proving remote human antiquity and to defining the start of the last geological epoch. Horner made arrangements for his Egyptian research in 1851 and published his findings in 1855 and 1858, expecting that geologists might now consider human chronology on the condition that evidence was presented by a trustworthy source such as himself. While Horner’s research was not received as he had hoped, and his absolute dates were rejected by most of his colleagues, he did not fail entirely. His project contributed significantly to the scientific acceptance of the antiquity of man by encouraging its discussion among geologists. His final presidential address in 1861 also focused on human antiquity and was of strategic importance to his cause. Horner summarized the recent flint tool discoveries before mentioning his and Bunsen’s Egyptian researches, and Rowland William’s comments in *Essays and Reviews*. He argued that his geological chronology, along with these other philological, archaeological, and geological studies, “has been gradually producing an impression in the minds of earnest thinkers that the first appearance of man on the earth must be carried far beyond the time hitherto usually assigned to it.”

Horner also used his presidential authority to address the theological opposition on its own grounds. He blamed the widely held belief that humans had only existed very recently on the marginal note that appeared alongside the first sentence of most Bibles: the creation date of 4004 BCE. He argued this number was merely one of


many proposed by chronologists. He was concerned about the confusion that would inevitably confront any young person who was told at school that the earth was only 6,000 years old, and was then told in a geological lecture that the earth was probably half a million years old. The only solution was to remove Ussher’s note: “It is untrue, and therefore it is mischievous.”

Horner’s controversial statements solicited a wide-range of private responses from friends. Fellow gentlemen of science endorsed and applauded him. Darwin had written reservedly in the first edition of *Origin* that “Mr. Horner’s researches have rendered it in some degree probable that man sufficiently civilized to have manufactured pottery existed in the Valley of the Nile thirteen or fourteen thousand years ago.” After the poor reception of the geological chronology, Darwin removed his reference to Horner for the American revised edition in 1860.\(^{128}\) He nevertheless wrote to Horner enthusiastically in 1861,

> I thought that I had read up pretty well on antiquity of man, but you bring all the facts so well together in a condensed form, that the case seems much clearer to me. How curious about the Bible! I declare I had fancied that the date was somehow in the Bible. You are coming out in a new light as a Biblical critic!\(^{129}\)

Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, a Whig compatriot from Edinburgh, was relieved. He had “never read a statement so clear, and convincing.” The antiquity of man was “no longer possible to doubt,” and he was “glad to be able to indulge that opinion without having [his] Scriptural faith impeached.” The physician Richard Fowler applauded Horner’s remarks on Ussher, which he had no doubt were “the cause of the clamour which the over religious public had raised against Geologists for writing up the mountain to be older than Moses.” The educationalist Richard Dawes agreed entirely about Horner’s concern for the youth. He thought it was courageous to “quote the essays and reviews notwithstanding the anger of the Bishops.”

Other public figures reacted more cautiously. William Gladstone had aligned himself with the Oxonian High Church movement and “wish[ed] well to all who are engaged in the careful collection of facts, and in concluding with caution from them.” The Archbishop of Canterbury John Bird Sumner, in possession of Lubbock’s letter supporting *Essays and Reviews*, declared that he had long believed in a “pre-Adamite world” and that it is “reasonable to believe that any former system of things should contain creations having the qualities of man than the contrary.” The liberal Dean of Westminster and Oxford Professor Arthur P. Stanley thanked Horner: “Every scientific man who writes as you have done, calmly and reverentially on the relations of religion and science, does a substantial service to each.”


129. This and the following letters appear in Lyell, *Memoir of Leonard Horner* 2, pp. 300–5 (note 33).
In more public spaces, Horner’s efforts to push back human antiquity were depicted as an attack on scripture. One reader asked the editor of The Times how “Bunsen, Horner, Darwin, and others assign at least 14,000 years as the term of man’s existence on earth,” while ignoring the biblical flood entirely? Elsewhere, paleontologist Philip Egerton, another prominent member of the Ethnological and Geological societies, depicted the geological chronology as one example of several recent attempts to clarify man’s antiquity and ancestry. This was illustrated in the poem ‘Monkeyana’, produced anonymously by him for Punch on 18 May 1861. The poem was written from the perspective of a gorilla in the Zoological Society Gardens trying to understand his place in nature. The gorilla reviews the contributions of Darwin and the anonymous Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation to evolutionary thought, before contemplating Horner’s alluvial research.

Leonard Horner relates,

That Biblical dates
The age of the world cannot trace;
That Bible tradition,
By Nile’s deposition,
Is put to the right about face.

According to the gorilla, Horner’s was the first important attempt to trace human lineage, followed shortly by Pengelly and Prestwich’s archaeological flint tools, and Richard Owen and Thomas Henry Huxley’s debates about the anatomical differences between apes and humans. The poem parodies Horner’s project as a geological endeavor to undermine biblical chronology. His alluvial research was apparently successful in demonstrating that “biblical dates” cannot determine the age of the earth, and that the antiquity of man was much older than “that Bible tradition” had long claimed. The poem shows that by 1861, two years before Lyell’s influential publication, human antiquity was already a topic of general discussion for the Victorian public and Horner and Hekekyan’s Egyptian research was central to that conversation.

**Conclusion**

The middle decades of the nineteenth century witnessed enormous disciplinary changes to scholarly studies of human antiquity. Horner and Hekekyan’s research contributed significantly to this shift. Although their work was quickly overshadowed by the geological acceptance of flint tools in 1859 (which was in turn outshone by Darwin’s Origin
of Species), their alluvial excavations are noteworthy as one of the earliest geological responses to the contentious human questions that confronted naturalists, scholars, and the public alike in the 1850s.

The episode draws attention to several critical issues in the global history of science and the circulation of field-based knowledge. Hekekyan and Horner’s individual roles in the production and dissemination of the geological chronology shed light on European ambivalences towards first-hand ‘field’ experience and reliance on local labor and knowledge, as well as the moral economy of gentlemanly trust, and concerns with locality, credibility, and expertise. Surprisingly, there was no opposition to the methods of Hekekyan’s excavation, possibly because there were relatively few British travelers and residents in the Nile valley and this type of work was unfamiliar to British audiences. Instead, racist objections often focused on the credibility of Hekekyan and his Egyptian supervisors and workmen. Hekekyan’s thorough records were practical tools for long-distance knowledge management. Yet Horner had to legitimize Hekekyan, by demonstrating his exceptional ability and trustworthiness, as well as his own hierarchical superiority to Hekekyan, in order to make use of his knowledge. Colonial practitioners often went to great lengths to establish their informants’ credibility and produce reliable testimonies. For instance, Kapil Raj and Lawrence Dritsas have each looked at the local intermediaries employed by members of the Royal Geographical Society in the mid-nineteenth century, in the Trans-Himalayan survey and the search for the source of the Nile respectively. In contrasting cases, Raj and Dritsas show that there was rarely British resistance to indigenous collaborators unless the knowledge they provided invalidated the geographers’ agendas. Here too, permanent distrust of Hekekyan was not intrinsic to any reviewers of the geological chronology – it was deployed when necessary.

This article has further highlighted the crucial role that ancient Egypt played within discussions about the antiquity of man and the disciplinary transformations both subjects inspired. Egypt was not merely a geographical or temporal focus for natural historians, but a symbolic place of debate. Through this lens, we see the practical ways disciplines changed, as members borrowed and exchanged ideas reciprocally. Egyptologists adapted stratigraphy and empirical fieldwork from geology, geologists and ethnologists relied on the translations and chronologies pioneered by Egyptian language specialists, while Unitarian Egyptologists, Germanizing historical critics, universal chronologists and ethnologists, and Lyellian geologists agreed on a nonliteral, monogenist, and empirical approach to studying the remote human past. From their individual research programs, practitioners brought distinct approaches to Egyptology, whether that was knowledge of engineering, field recording, burnt bricks, languages, or stratigraphy. They were not necessarily contributing to disciplinary specialization, but rather, convening around a common line of questioning.

Despite its repudiation, geo-archaeological research was especially influential in establishing long-term disciplinary changes. It fostered communication between Egyptology and anthropology and encouraged an intellectual separation between Egyptology and other natural sciences, notably geology and prehistoric archaeology. As an early attempt at absolute dating, the research set the stage for the geochronology of physicist Lord Kelvin, who from the late 1860s gradually succeeded in converting geologists from an indefinite view of earth history to quantifiable chronologies.\footnote{133} Moreover, Hekekyan’s groundwork preceded two crucial late Victorian archaeological developments: detailed field recording and relative dating techniques independent of historical records.\footnote{134} Historians of Egyptology have remarked that Hekekyan was a “pioneer” who “led the way” in this regard, as his drawings anticipated by decades any comparable archaeological visual recording techniques.\footnote{135} Although relative chronological sequences had been used to classify and organize artefactual knowledge earlier in the century (e.g. the archaeological three-age system),\footnote{136} this was the first effort to use stratigraphy of sedimentary deposits to date historical artefacts \textit{in situ}. This practice was not accidental, but a direct result of Hekekyan and Horner’s relationship through correspondence. Their mutual reliance in order to achieve personal objectives, their dialogue, individual skillsets, and their need to act at a distance, led to the mobilization of new techniques in new settings.

This application of geological tools to human antiquity, and the debates that followed, was a consequential moment for Egyptology in particular. The subsequent failure of the research helps explain why Egyptologists did not resume discussion of prehistoric (or predynastic) man until the end of the century when pottery analysis was promoted by archaeologists like W.M. Flinders Petrie as the best relative dating scheme, completely independent from earlier universal chronologies. In a broader sense, it clarifies how disciplinary forms changed. Just as the topic of human antiquity shifted after its scientific footing was established in Britain, ancient Egypt continued to be manipulated for different audiences and by many kinds of scholars, including archaeologists, anthropologists, geologists, astronomers, philologists, and more. The story of the first geological chronology of ancient Egypt demonstrates how the natural sciences and the study of antiquities were intertwined in the past and in different local settings: they should not be separated in present histories.
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